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Abstract. Growth measuring for plant is an important work both in agriculture
and botany. Computer vision provides a convenient non-contact way for
measurements in many fields. In this paper, a growth measuring approach for
maize based on computer vision is presented. Firstly, a computer vision system
for maize in field consisting of binocular camera on a path beam is constructed,
and doubles of maize images are captured. Under the definition of average
growth velocity of maize, we measure the growth of given maize plant by
image processing and relevant calculations. Part of experimental results are
given and discussed. Results and analysis show that the presented method is
practicable for maize growth measuring in assigned time period. Finally, some
limitations are pointed and more future works are addressed in computer visionbased measurement for plants.
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Introduction

In past decades, information technology was deeply used in agriculture, and it
provided various tools and devices for promotion modern agricultural productions [1].
Crop growth status is an important target and parameter in many agricultural
applications [2-4] such as precision management, crops breeding, production
estimation and breed evaluation. Crop growth monitoring became a rising research
hot issue in past years, and many researchers proposed various methods for different
plants and targets. To detect the growth status and predict the yield of the crop, Cui
and coworkers [5] developed a crop growth monitor measuring system about nitrogen
content in the plant based on optical principle. Cheng and colleagues [6] presented a
plant growth status analyzer based on photoelectric technology by analyzing the
variation of chlorophyll content in leaves.
Computer vision-based method is an effective way for non-destructive measurement
[[7-9], and it has peculiar advantages comparing to traditional approaches. Brosnan
and Sun [8] presented a review on inspection and grading of agricultural and food
products by computer vision systems. Yang and Tang [9] carried out research work
on target visibility and measure precision analysis of stereo vision systems. Camera

calibration is the most important task in computer vision systems, and Tian et al [10]
provided a camera calibration method based on OpenCV. Because of the prominent
advantages, computer vision-based methods were widely used in many fields
including agricultural applications.
In this paper, the authors presented a maize growth measuring approach for
monitoring based on computer vision. By use of binocular stereo camera system, the
flowchart of this work is shown in Fig. 1. The main operations include images capture
based on computer vision and feature extraction under the definition of maize growth.
Finally, the maize growth velocity is calculated by a serious of translations and the
growth was measured. The paper is organized as follow: Section 2 introduces the
computer vision system and images acquisition; Main growth measuring algorithm
including growth definition, image processing and growth calculation was described
in Section 3; Part of experimental results and discussions are given in Section 4;
Finally, we summarize the whole work and address the future work in Section 5.

Fig. 1. The flowchart of this method
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Computer Vision System and Images Capture

To capture images for given maize plants in field, a computer vision system is
constructed by use of binocular stereo camera. The frame work and components of
the system is shown in Fig. 2. A path beam is supported by two trestles to form a
frame, and the frame is placed on the planting line of maize. The length of the path
beam in our device is 4m, and the height is 1.8m. The binocular stereo camera is fixed
on a platform downwards which can glide along with the path beam. The camera is
also linked to a portable computer, and it can be control by the computer to collect
images.

Fig. 2. The computer vision system of this work

In images acquisition, the device was placed upwards the maize objects. Firstly, the
binocular stereo camera was calibrated by a black and white checkerboard mark, and
the calibrations were respectively implemented on several prearranged positions
which sited at the upper range of aiming maize plants. The experimental maize was
planted in farm of Beijing Academy of Agriculture and Forest Science. We selected a
maize colony including 4 lines and 8 rows as the images source. For a selected maize
plant, two images with different positions were captured by the binocular stereo
camera, and Fig. 3 shows an example of images relevant a same maize plant.

Fig. 3. Captured images of maize plant
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Growth Measuring for Maize

In this work, maize is selected as the example plant, and we plant the experimental
maize in farm. Firstly, we define the measurement of maize growth according to
several relevant works. Secondly, the measuring process is implemented by steps of
image processing and calculations. The details of the method are illustrated as follow.
3.1

Definition of Maize Growth

Measurement of plant growth is a public topic both in botany and agriculture, and
there are many methods that how to measure growth rate of plants. For a typical plant,
measuring parameters include fresh weight, dry weight, leaf surface area, and so on
[11]. Furthermore, for a crop, calculable parameters include AGR (Absolute Growth
Rate), RGR (Relative Growth Rate), LAR (Leaf Area Ratio), NAR (Net Assimilation
Ratio), CGR (Crop Growth Rate) [12]. Here, we focus the measure method and
system tool, thus we selected a simple definition of maize growth. We selected the
same point in a same maize leaf with relevant static locations as reference for growth.
The marks are set on selected maize leaf, as shown in Fig. 3. We consider the absolute
displacement of marked points as the growth value.

3.2

Image Processing

Original images of plant are not directly available for feature extraction because they
include lots of noise points. Several image processing operations are implemented in
this step including median filter, plant division, binarization and feature points
extraction. They are introduction in detail as follow.
Firstly, a median filter algorithm is used for noise data reducing. Most of noise data
exist as isolated points which are sensitive to median filter. In operation, we select a
7×7 pixel rectangle centered at the processing pixel, and calculate the middle value of
all pixels as the new value of the processing pixel. Circulating operation is
implemented for all pixel of image, and the noise data is filtered.
Secondly, we extract the maize plant in the images by division algorithm which can
distinguish green plant and soil background. Because of the difficulty of light control
in field, the image quality is influenced by many reasons, and simple division
approach is not suitable for this task. Here, we propose a decision surface algorithm to
divide the plant object in image with complex background. The algorithm can be
expressed by Eq. (1)
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Where R, G, B are respectively the normalized value of component of Red, Green
and Blue in the image. V, Y, U are parameters which can describe the surface shape.
Here we appoint V = 0.85, Y = -0.37, U = 0.74, and relevant C can be calculated. If C
< 1, we consider the pixel as the background, otherwise the plant.
Thirdly, binarization is implemented for images which are processed as gray mode.
In experiments, we assigned a threshold value µ=25 for gray mode pixels. All pixels
upper 25 are set 255, the others are set 0. Fig. 4 shows an example of a couple of
maize images.

Fig. 4. Processed images by Binarization algorithm

Finally, we extract the marks on maize leaf in binary images. We employ a rectangle
16×16 pixel for mark detection. For a rectangle, if all its border pixels are white with
value 255 and there are both black with value 0 and white with value 255 in its inter

area, the rectangle is considered including a mark. If a rectangle includes a mark, its
border is reduced. The algorithm recalculates the border pixel value, until all sides of
the border include both black pixel and white pixel. The center of the rectangle is the
center of the mark. By circulating operation on all pixels, all marks are collected and
calculated.
3.3

Growth Calculations for Measuring

According to the mark positions in two images, we can calculate the three
dimensional coordinate values x, y, z. The projection matrix P expressed in Eq. (2)
can be constructed by use of plane calibrating algorithm. The matrix respectively
defined for left camera and right camera when i = 1 or 2.
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We define the 3D value of the mark as M[x, y, z], m1(x1,y1) and m2(x2,y2)
respectively the projected point of the mark on left and right images. The equation (3)
is established as follow which can get the value M[x, y, z].
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Results and Discussion
Experiments and part of results

To implement the measuring system, we carried out agricultural experiments in farm
of Beijing Academy of Agriculture and Forest Science. A set of original images are
collected by the system. To achieve image-based calculation and measurement, we
developed a software system for the tool by use of C++ program language and
OpenCV library.
In experiments, we measure the average growth velocity of selected maize leaf in
different time periods. Table 1 gives part of measuring results of an example leaf in
three time periods. The value of growth velocity is calculated by algorithm introduced
in upper sections. Finally, the growth curve of maize leaf is generated by calculated
parameters.

Table 1. Part of experimental results of measured maize growth
Order

Measuring Time

1
2
3

4.2

8:00
14:00
20:00

Average Growth Velocity (cm/h)

0.27
0.25
0.32

Discussions

Experimental results show that the presented method and system is effective for
maize growth measuring. Compare with traditional measuring methods, computervision-based way is non- destructive, and the plant organs are protected in measuring.
The process is fast and the efficient in experiments. The precision of measurement is
satisfied for applications of agriculture such as plant form analysis, growth
evaluations.
One of limitation of the method is that the binocular stereo camera device must be
fixed on top of measuring maize plant. The limitation of position of measuring is an
obvious problem. On the other hand, the device is also difficult for large range maize
canopy measurement, and some necessary promotion should be made in future work.
Furthermore, a phenomenon was also discovered that the average growth velocity of
maize leaf is larger in night than in daytime. It may be caused by photosynthesis
restraint which should be studied deeply in ecophysiology.
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Conclusions

To sum up, a growth measuring approach for maize based on computer vision was
proposed in this paper. To achieve the measuring aim for maize growth, we design
and install a computer vision-based system including binocular stereo camera. By
definition of maize growth, the images were processed and growth velocity was
calculated by a serious of transforms. Part of experimental results was given in
sections and the approach was discussed subsequently. As a non-destructive
measurement way, the presented method provided a technological way for dynamic
maize growth measurement. It was also a technological reference for relevant
applications in agriculture. In future, we focus on more automatic and robust monitor
technology and systems for maize as well as other plants.
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